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First released in 2008, Surprising
Studies of Visual Awareness (Vol
2) provides an entirely different
set of videos and demos than
the original Volume 1 collection.
As with the first volume, these
videos can be used to induce
failures of awareness in an
audience. To accommodate
decreasing use of DVD drives in
computers, in 2016 we replaced
the physical version of our DVDs
with downloadable versions.
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Important restrictions
see www.viscog.com/policies.html for details
•

You may burn the digital contents to one DVD disc or flash
drive for your own use in presentations.

•

The DVD contents may not be provided to other users—
they are licensed to the individual who purchased them. If you
are interested in a site license for your organization, please
email us: dvd@viscog.com.

•

The DVD contents may be used only for in-person
presentations. The DVD contents may not be broadcast,
posted online, or distributed. They may not be be re-posted,
uploaded to any server, or streamed online. If your
presentation is recorded for distribution, the recording may
not include the contents of this DVD.

•

The DVD and its contents may not be re-sold. VisCog
Productions is the exclusive distributor for these DVDs, and
they may not be sold or incorporated into other products by
anyone else.

•

The DVD and its contents are copyrighted. The license for
the DVD permits use of the DVD for in-person presentations,
but all other rights are reserved.
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Using the DVD
When you download the DVD, in addition to a copy of this file,
you will see a folder named Surprising_Studies_Vol2. That
folder includes two additional folders: AUDIO_TS and
VIDEO_TS. Those are the standard contents of a playable
DVD, but you don’t access them like other computer file
contents.
To play your DVD, open your DVD playing application. Then,
under the menus, choose the option to open DVD media.
Navigate to the Surprising_Studies_Vol2 folder and select it.
Your DVD playing application will then play it like a regular
DVD. If you don’t have a DVD playing application, we strongly
recommend the free, open-source program VLC media
player. It works on all platforms. You can download it at http://
www.videolan.org/vlc/index.html
To create a physical DVD disk, you will need a DVD burner.
Most computer DVD drives can burn a DVD. Insert a blank
DVD-R disk into your computer’s DVD drive. Then, copy
VIDEO_TS and AUDIO_TS onto it. Once you have burned the
DVD, it will play in any DVD player. You can also put the
contents on a flash drive.
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Contents and Instructions
This DVD includes 15 different demonstrations and illusions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Person change (door)
Person change (counter)
Person change (photographer)
Feature change
Progressive luminance change
Inattentional blindness (motion noise)
Inattentional blindness (gride)
Lilac chaser illusion
Motion-induced blindness
2-stroke apparent motion illusion
Scission
Steady-state misbinding
Color afterimage
Scene fade
Bluebottle illusion

The following pages describe and explain each demonstration.
Similar explanations and instructions are available on the DVD
menus themselves. You can use the “Presenter Menu” to show
the demonstrations in your presentations.
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Person change (door)
Creator: Daniel Simons and Daniel Levin
Citation: Simons, D. J., & Levin, D. T. (1998). Failure to detect changes to people
during a real-world interaction. Psychonomic Bulletin and Review, 5, 644-649.

Tell your audience that this video shows an
experimenter who approaches a pedestrian to
ask for directions. Alert them to watch what
happens next. As the people interrupt the
conversation, the experimenter is replaced by a
different person. This demonstration often elicits
laughter. As the laughter subsides, note that
approximately 50% of pedestrians had no idea
that they were talking to a different person even
though the two experimenters were different
heights, had distinct voices, and wore different
clothing.

This demonstration illustrates the phenomenon of change
blindness—people fail to notice large changes to their visual world
when the change occurs during a brief interruption or distraction.
In this example, the change was unexpected, and many people
expressed surprise that they could have missed it. This study
shows that people often are unaware of what transpires right
before their eyes, and that even seemingly obvious changes do
not automatically grab attention.
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Person change (counter)
Creator: Daniel Simons and Christopher Chabris
Citation: Levin, D. T., Simons, D. J., Angelone, B. L., & Chabris, C. F. (2002). Memory
for centrally attended changing objects in an incidental real-world change detection
paradigm. British Journal of Psychology, 93, 289-302.

This video shows a re-enactment of a change
blindness study in which people fail to notice a
person change. Participants were recruited to
be in a study and were directed to a counter
where they completed a consent form. As the
experimenter took the consent form, he ducked
behind the counter and a different experimenter
stood up. This demonstration often makes
audience members laugh. As the laughter
subsides, note that approximately 65% of the
participants did not notice that a different person
re-emerged from behind the counter..

This demonstration illustrates the phenomenon of change
blindness—people fail to notice large changes to their visual world
when the change occurs during a brief interruption or distraction.
In this example, the change was unexpected, and many people
expressed surprise that they could have missed it. This study
shows that people often are unaware of what transpires right
before their eyes, and that even seemingly obvious changes do
not automatically grab attention.
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Person change (photographer)
Creator: Daniel Levin
Citation: Levin, D.T., Simons, D. J., Angelone, B. L., & Chabris, C. F. (2002). Memory for
centrally attended changing objects in an incidental real-world change detection
paradigm. British Journal of Psychology, 93, 289-302.

This video shows a re-enactment of a change
blindness study in which people fail to notice a
person change. An experimenter approached a
pedestrian to ask him to take a photograph.
Alert your audience to watch what happens as
the pedestrian takes the photograph. This
demonstration often elicits laughter. As the
laughter subsides, note that more than 50% of
the pedestrians missed the change to the
experimenter. They unwittingly gave the camera
to a different person. Those who missed the
change could not reliably pick the first
experimenter from a photographic lineup.

This demonstration illustrates the phenomenon of change
blindness—people fail to notice large changes to their visual world
when the change occurs during a brief interruption or distraction.
In this example, the change was unexpected and occurred during
a brief interruption. This study shows that people often are
unaware of what transpires right before their eyes, and that even
seemingly obvious changes do not automatically grab attention.
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Feature change
Creator: Bonne Angelone and Daniel Levin
Citation: Angelone, B.L., Levin, D.T., & Simons, D.J. (2003). The roles of representation
and comparison failures in change blindness. Perception, 32, 947-962.

Tell your audience to watch the video and to
count how many times a red circle appears on
screen. Emphasize that most people
successfully count all the circles, but that it takes
some effort to do so while also watching the
video. In reality, there is only one circle. After the
video ends, ask audience members how many
circles they counted (they should all have
counted one circle). Then ask if anyone noticed
anything change during the video. About 50% of
your audience will have missed the changes to
the actor’s shirt and to the ball. You might want
to show the video again and point out the
changes.

This demonstration illustrates the phenomenon of change
blindness—people fail to notice large changes to their visual
world when the change occurs during a brief interruption or
distraction. This study shows that people often miss unexpected
changes, especially when their attention is focused on some
other task—seemingly obvious changes do not automatically
grab attention.
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Progressive luminance change
Creator: Andrew Hollingworth
Citation: Hollingworth, A., & Henderson, J. M. (2004). Sustained change blindness to
incremental scene rotation: A dissociation between explicit change detection and visual
memory. Perception & Psychophysics, 66, 800-807.

A computer-generated image of a living room
will disappear and reappear and your audience
should try to find what is changing. Emphasize
that they should remain quiet while performing
the task so that they do not reveal the change to
anyone—they should raise their hand once they
detect the change. Some audience members
might not notice the change to the brightness of
the entire image. Show the video again after
informing them about the change. This task
works well after showing other change detection
tasks because people will be looking for an
object change rather than a change to the whole
scene.

This demonstration illustrates the phenomenon of change
blindness—people fail to notice large changes to their visual
world when the change occurs during a brief interruption or
distraction. Even when actively searching for changes, people
still fail to notice as the entire image progressively gets a little
brighter and more “washed out” with each flash. People can
miss incremental changes even if the end result is radically
different than the starting image.
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Inattentional blindness
(motion noise)
Creators: Daniel Levin and Alexander Varakin
Citation: Levin, D.T., & Varakin, D.A. (2004). No pause for a brief disruption: Failures to
detect interruptions to ongoing events. Consciousness and Cognition, 13, 363-372.

Tell your audience that you are going to show
them a brief movie and then ask them some
questions about it. Ask whether anyone noticed
anything odd about the film. Then ask if anyone
noticed any unusual disruptions of the video.
Finally, ask if anyone noticed that just when the
actor dropped the boxes, the entire movie was
replaced by a moment of visual noise. Show the
video again and point out the “motion blur.”
People may be surprised that they missed it.

This effect is related to the phenomenon of inattentional
blindness in which people fail to notice unexpected objects or
events when they are focusing attention on some other aspect
of the scene. When viewers are engaged in watching the movie,
most of them fail to notice the unexpected motion blur, even
though it lasts for nearly half a second. When actively looking for
the blur, people can detect it, showing that the motion blur was
perceptible even if it was not consciously perceived. The
unexpected blur did not capture attention and it did not disrupt
perception of the film contents even though it was fully visible
and replaced all of the action on the screen.
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Inattentional blindness (gride)
Creator: Joseph Wayand
Citation: Wayand, J. F., Levin, D. T., & Varakin, A. (2005). Inattentional blindness for a
noxious multimodal stimulus. American Journal of Psychology, 118(3), 339-352.

Tell your audience that they will see a video with
3 people wearing white shirts and 3 people
wearing black shirts. Have them count the total
number of passes by the players wearing white,
but not the passes by the players wearing black.
Emphasize that most people can do the task if
they try hard enough, but that it requires them to
remain silent and focused. After the video ends,
ask how many passes they counted. Then ask
whether anyone saw or heard anything other
than the players. Some people in the room likely
failed to see or hear the woman scratching her
fingernails on the chalkboard. View the video
again without counting, and most people will
notice her.

When people engage in an attention-demanding task, they often
fail to notice unexpected objects or events, a phenomenon
known as inattentional blindness. Many people fail to notice the
woman appear and then scratch her nails on the chalkboard (a
sound called a “gride”). Conscious perception depends on
attention, and what we consciously perceive depends both on
what strikes our senses and on what we expect to perceive.
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Lilac chaser illusion
Creator: Jeremy L. Hinton

Tell your audience to stare at the star in the
middle of the ring of magenta spots without
moving their eyes. They should pretend that they
are threading a needle, with the eye of the
needle positioned at the star. After a few
seconds, they will see a green spot moving, and
after10-20 seconds, the magenta spots will start
vanishing. Eventually, they will see just a green
spot moving in a circle, possibly “erasing” the
magenta spots as it moves. They might also see
one magenta spot (the Lilac Chaser) following
the green spot. In reality, only one magenta spot
disappears at a time, and there is no green spot.
Tell them to move their eyes and they’ll see the
magenta spots and won’t see the green spot.

This demonstration combines apparent motion, color
aftereffects, and visual fading. The sequential disappearance of
the magenta spots at each location creates the perception of
movement between those locations (apparent motion). When a
magenta spot disappears, people perceive a color aftereffect of
a green spot (the complementary color for magenta) because
the visual system adapts when a color appears at a fixed
position on your retinas. With prolonged staring at the star, the
blurry magenta spots disappear, a visual fading effect that is
amplified by the occasional disappearance of each magenta
spot. The green-dot afterimage does not fade because it moves
each time a magenta spot disappears.
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Motion-induced blindness
Creator: Yoram Bonneh
Citation: Bonneh, Y. S., Cooperman, A., & Sagi, D. (2001). Motion-induced blindness in
normal observers. Nature, 411, 798-801.

Tell your audience to stare at the center of the
display, in the middle of the triangle formed by
the yellow dots. It is important that they keep
staring. Suggest to them that they should
pretend that they are threading a needle, with
the eye of the needle positioned at the center of
the display. Within a few seconds, they should
start seeing the yellow dots disappear for a few
seconds at a time. If they stare long enough, all
3 dots may disappear simultaneously. Draw
attention to the fact that the yellow dots are
always present in the display—they do not
physically disappear.

When people stare without moving their eyes, the bright yellow
dots appear to vanish because of the presence of moving blue
dots. Motion-induced blindness differs from other fading
demonstrations because it does not depend entirely on
adaptation of your eye’s receptors—it occurs even when the
yellow dots are slowly moving. Bonneh and colleagues argue
that the blue dots and yellow dots compete for visual
awareness, and the visual system interprets the yellow dots as
unimportant in the face of the moving blue dots. The
phenomenon remains the focus of active investigation.
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2-stroke apparent motion
Creator: George Mather

Tell your audience to watch the video. Draw
attention to the fact that the video consists of a
sequence of two images followed by a blank
screen and then the same two images again.
The appearance of perpetual forward motion is
illusory. If someone does not believe you, tell
them to locate an object in the image and point
out that the motorcycle gets no closer to that
object over time.

Our visual system relies on specialized mechanisms to perceive
shifts in the spatial position of objects. The two images of the
street scene were taken from slightly different positions, such
that when one image is replaced by the other, all of the
elements in the scene appear to move toward the viewer and
the motorcycle appears to move forward (apparent motion). If
the two images simply alternated back and forth, the motorcycle
would appear to move forward and then backward. But, the
blank screen inserted after the second image reverses the
perceived direction of motion when the first image reappears. In
effect, the blank causes the backward motion to appear to be
forward motion so that all of the perceived motion is forward.
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Scission
Creator: Barton Anderson
Citation: Anderson, B.L, & Winawer, J. (2005) Image segmentation and lightness
perception. Nature, 434, 79-83.
Tell your audience to watch the video and to try
to judge the color of the two moving spots. The
two spots are physically identical, textured
objects, but one appears to be white moving
behind black clouds and the other appears
black moving behind white clouds. You can
pause the DVD to point out how the lightest spot
on the left disc corresponds to the lightest spot
on the right disc. Even knowing that they are
identical does not help you to see them that way.

Our perception of lightness depends on the surrounding
context. The visual system determines the lightness of each
object based on the nature of the lighting, shadows,
transparency, and surfaces. Your visual system interprets the
textured object as two surfaces: transparent clouds in front of a
uniformly colored disc. When the areas immediately adjacent to
the textured disc are darker than the disc itself, the disc is seen
as white behind dark clouds. When the immediately surrounding
regions are lighter than the disc, the disc is seen as black
behind light clouds. The effect shows that this lightness
perception mechanism is obligatory—even knowing that the
discs are the same, it is almost impossible to see them that way.
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Steady-state misbinding
Creator: Ryota Kanai
Citation: Wu, D.-A., Kanai, R., & Shimojo, S. (2004). Steady-state misbinding of colour
and motion. Nature, 429, 262.
Tell your audience to stare at the center of the
display and to judge which directions the red
dots and green dots are moving. People will see
the red dots moving down and the green dots
moving up. In the center of the display, the red
dots move down and the green dots move up.
But, on the edges, the red dots move up and the
green dots move down. Even when people know
that the dots move in different directions in the
center and at the edges, they still see all dots of
each color move in the same direction. This
demonstration works better on a small screen
than on a projector.

Color and motion are processed by different parts of the visual
system and then bound together to produce a coherent
percept, and this illusion capitalizes on a failure of this binding
process. The brain relies on central vision to determine how to
bind color and motion because the area where we focus our
eyes is processed with the most detail. The visual system
generalizes that binding to the edges of the display, even
though the color-motion binding should be different there.
Consequently, people see all the red dots moving down and all
the green dots moving up, even though approximately half of
each are moving in the other direction.
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Color afterimage
Creator: Daniel Simons (based on an illusion created by John Sadowski)

Tell your audience to stare at the asterisk at the
center of the photograph. Have them pretend
that they are threading a needle, with the eye of
the needle positioned at the star. After 20
seconds, the oddly colored photograph is
replaced by a grayscale version. Yet, the gray
scene appears like a more typically colored
photograph. After a few more seconds, as the
afterimage fades, they will realize that it is
actually gray. You can draw attention to the fact
that it is actually gray by having them move their
eyes. The demonstration repeats this sequence
twice.

This demonstration relies on color adaptation and color
aftereffects. When you stare at a single location in the oddlycolored initial image, the colors at each location are projected to
a fixed position on your retinas. Receptors sensitive to each
color gradually fatigue. Then, when the original image is
replaced by a grayscale version, we perceive the image as
having the complementary colors to those that were adapted. In
this case, the original image was a color negative of the
correctly colored image. Consequently, the gray image appears
to have the normal coloring of the original photograph even
though the original photograph was never shown.
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Scene fade
Creator: Daniel Simons
Citation: Simons, D., Lleras, A., Martinez-Conde, S., Slichter, D., Caddigan, E., &
Nevarez, G. (2006). Induced visual fading of complex images. Journal of Vision, 6(10),
1093-1101.

Tell your audience to stare at the asterisk at the
center of the blurry scene. Have them pretend
that they are threading a needle, with the eye of
the needle positioned at the star. Covering one
eye might make the task work better for some
people. After 10 seconds, the scene drops in
contrast, and people will see the entire image
disappear. If they move their eyes, they will see
that the image is still there. Show it again without
staring, and they’ll see how the image changes.
The effect will work best for those closest to the
screen—from the back of the room, the image
won’t look as blurred.

The drop in contrast causes the visual system to perceive the
image as having disappeared even though it is still present. The
visual system adapts to the difference between the lightest and
darkest part of the image in the initial image (contrast
adaptation). When the contrast of the image drops, the visual
system treats it as the absence of the image. The effect is
similar to what happens when you are outside on a bright day
and then go inside—for a moment, you cannot see details in the
inside environment. As with many visual fading demonstrations,
the effect is strongest with blurred scenes.
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Bluebottle illusion
Creator: Stuart Anstis
Citation: Anstis, S. & Casco, C. (2006). Induced movement: The flying bluebottle
illusion. Journal of Vision, 6(10):8, 1087-1092, http://journalofvision.org/6/10/8/.
Tell your audience to describe how the blue dot
and yellow dot are moving. The relative motion
of the white circle behind the dots makes it
difficult to determine the physical path of each
dot. The blue one appears to move horizontally
and the yellow one appears to move vertically.
However, both actually move in a clockwise
circle. Occasionally, the background circle
disappears to reveal the true object motions.
The illusion illustrates the extent to which the
surrounding context influences visual encoding
and awareness.

Our perception of the paths of the moving dots is influenced by
the surrounding context. When the background circle moves
counter-clockwise, the blue dot moves together with the
background circle when both are moving left/right, but opposite
the background when moving up/down. The yellow dot does the
opposite. This combination of background motion and dot
motion make the blue dot appear to move horizontally and the
yellow dot vertically, even though both actually move in the
same clockwise circle. When the background moves clockwise,
it is in phase with the yellow dot but out of phase with the blue
dot, giving the impression that the blue dot has a much larger
path of motion.

